
  

 

1 INTRODUCTION 
ERMANENT, Magnet Synchronous Motors 

(PMSMs) have been widely used in many industrial 
applications. Permanent magnet synchronous motors 

are developed from conventional synchronous motors. In 
a conventional synchronous motors, there is multi-phase 
winding in stator and an excitation winding in rotor, but 
in PMSMs excitation winding is cancelled and replaced 
by permanent magnets. This replacement brings 
noticeable features to these machines. Above all, 
efficiency of the motor is promoted because of lack of 
copper loss of excitation winding. Besides, power factor 
of these motors are high which is a good feature for 
power system. Drawback of PMSMs is that the materials 
used for producing permanent magnets are very costly, 
and they are difficult to work in manufacturing [1]. 

   The hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) permits combining 
the advantages of thermal and electrical motorization 
while minimizing their disadvantages [2, 3]. The electrical 
drives represent actually the common issue in urban 
transportation. Since the series production of hybrid 
vehicles has already started, the electrical machines will 
shortly forestall the automobile market [4]. That is the 
reason why several researchers have studied different 
technologies of electrical machines for this kind of 
application such as asynchronous machine, synchronous 
machine, switched reluctance machine, switching-flux 
synchronous machine or axial flux machine [5- 10].  

   Many research papers have been published in 
modeling, simulation, investigation and analysis of 
permanent magnet synchronous motors (PMSM). In Refs. 
[11,12] for determining the velocity and rotor position of 
an IPMSM, classical electro-mechanical sensors, tacho-
generator for velocity and encoder for rotor position, 
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were applied. In [13,14] for determining the above 
mentioned parameters for a PMSM the same procedure as 
[11,12] was applied. In the paper [15] for minimizing 
troubles and improving the reliability of the control 
system and also for economical aspects the ordinary 
sensors were cancelled from the overall system, and 
velocity as well as rotor position were computed by using 
machine parameters and measuring voltage and current 
of the PMSM. 

   In [16] the extended Kalman filter (EKF) estimator 
has been used to estimate rotor current and rotor 
impedance in an induction motor (IM). In paper [17] an 
extended Kalman filter is used to estimate the inverse 
rotor time constant on-line by only using measurements 
of the stator voltages and currents, and rotor speed of an 
IM. 

    In papers [18,19] the same method as [8] was 
applied, but in order to reduce the synchronous motor 
(SM) modeling and measurement errors, EKF was 
employed. At the same time, estimation of motor speed 
and rotor position by EKF was also obtained. But, in [20] 
the estimated results of speed have not been presented.  

   The paper is organized as follow. Section two 
describes the machine model. Section 3 presents the 
optimization algorithms including bee’s algorithm and 
particle swarm optimization algorithm. Section 4 presents 
the optimization problem. Section 5 presents the some 
simulation results and finally section 6 conclude the 
paper. 

2 MACHINE MODEL 
   The IPMSM rotor uses magnets, inserted between 

the pole pieces. This composition cancels the need of a 
costly bandage that would make the manufacturing more 
complex. This is of interest at high speed where the 
machine should have low flux densities [14]. The number 
of pole is fixed to 6 and the slot number to 36. Fig. 1 
shows the analytical modeling of IPMSM. 
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the machine 

 
In this study we apply some approximations for 

simplicity of machine formulation such as:  The magnets 
considered in rectangular shape, the pole fixations are 
cancelled, the hub is considered completely smooth, also 
the shaft of machine, and its air gap is considered to have 
constant value. Ref [21] describe the computation 
principle of the dq . The base of calculation is magnetic 
flux through the winding. More details regarding the 
steps for determining the parameters’ expressions of the dq  linear model can be found in [21]. 

 
   High-speed rotation modifies the classical loss 

balance between iron and copper losses. Copper loss is 
the term often given to heat produced by electrical 
currents in the conductors of transformer windings, or 
other electrical devices. Copper losses are an undesirable 
transfer of energy, as are core losses, which result from 
induced currents in adjacent components. The term is 
applied regardless of whether the windings are made of 
copper or another conductor, such as aluminium. Hence 
the term winding loss is often preferred. The term load 
loss is closely related but not identical, since an unloaded 
transformer will have some winding loss. 

   There are also electromagnetic losses in the rotor due 
to time and space harmonics occurring in the pole pieces 
and in the magnets. Electric motors do not transfer 100% 
of the input electrical energy into kinetic mechanical 
energy. A certain percentage of electrical energy is “lost” 
during the conversion to mechanical energy. These losses, 
which are manifested as electrical power losses (waste 
heat due to the electrical resistance of the windings, 
conductor bars and end rings), magnetic core losses, stray 
load losses, mechanical losses, and brush contact losses, 
reduce what is known as the “energy efficiency” of 
motors. The electrical power losses account for more than 
half of a motor’s total losses. In order to use the copper 
winding at best, the wire diameter must be chosen small 
enough to prevent penetration and proximity effects from 
being too important.  

Eq. (1) presents the the phase resistance expression: 
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In this equation, fillk  is filling factor and  is set to 0.55. Eq. 

(2) shows copper loss: 
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     High speed machine involves high electrical frequency 
and this high speed is the cause of more iron loss. For this 
purpose we determine the number of pole at low number 
and the iron thin is between o.2- 0.35 millimeter. The iron 
losses are also referred to as “core losses” and represent 
all the magnetic losses in the motor due to the varying 
flux in the motor’s magnetic material. These losses can be 
classified in two types: 1) Hysteresis losses, 2)Eddy 
current losses. If we have linear machine situation, the air 
gap magnetic flux density, agB  , is computed as the sum 

of the magnetic flux density due to magnets, fB  , and the 

magnetic flux densities due to d-axis, dB  , and q-axis, 

qB  , stator armature current reaction, as detailed in [21]. 

Fig. 2 illustrates this fact. Also table 1 shows iron loss 
formulation parameters for M330-35 materials. 
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Fig. 2. Example of wave forms of the three components of the air gap 
magnetic flux density  
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TABLE 1 
IRON LOSS FORMULATION PARAMETERS FOR M330-35 

MATERIALS 
Coefficient Value 

ir  2 

Hk  0.0220 

ECk  0.3873 

EXCk  0 

  6.04e-4 
 

 
Friction and windage losses (the latter one is also referred 
to as ventilation loss) are due to all sources of friction and 
air movement in the motor and may be appreciable in 
large high speed or 
totally enclosed fan cooled motors. Friction losses and 
windage losses are (unlike the previous components) 
mechanical losses, and they manifest themselves as a loss 
of torque (for rotational motors) or force (for linear 
motors). The air gap friction losses formulation is [22] 

3

,                          (5)
2

p
fric ag t air rot

V
P C S  

Where tC  is a coefficient.  

3. OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS 
3.1. Bee’s Algorithm 
   Bees Algorithm is an optimization algorithm inspired 
by the natural foraging behavior of honey bees to find the 
optimal solution. Fig. 3 shows the pseudo code for the 
algorithm in its simplest form. The algorithm requires a 
number of parameters to be set, namely: number of scout 
bees (n), number of sites selected out of n visited sites (m), 
number of best sites out of m selected sites (e), number of 
bees recruited for best e sites (nep), number of bees 
recruited for the other (m-e) selected sites (nsp), initial 
size of patches (ngh) which includes site and its 
neighborhood and stopping criterion. The algorithm 
starts with the n scout bees being placed randomly in the 
search space. The fitnesses of the sites visited by the scout 
bees are evaluated in step 2. 
   In step 4, bees that have the highest fitnesses are chosen 
as “selected bees” and sites visited by them are chosen for 
neighborhood search. Then, in steps 5 and 6, the 
algorithm conducts searches in the neighborhood of the 
selected sites, assigning more bees to search near to the 
best e sites. The bees can be chosen directly according to 
the fitnesses associated with the sites they are visiting. 
Alternatively, the fitness values are used to determine the 
probability of the bees being selected. Searches in the 
neighborhood of the best e sites which represent more 
promising solutions are made more detailed by recruiting 

more bees to follow them than the other selected bees. 
Together with scouting, this differential recruitment is a 
key operation of the Bees Algorithm.  
   However, in step 6, for each patch only the bee with the 
highest fitness will be selected to form the next bee 
population. In nature, there is no such a restriction. This 
restriction is introduced here to reduce the number of 
points to be explored. In step 7, the remaining bees in the 
population are assigned randomly around the search 
space scouting for new potential solutions. These steps 
are repeated until a stopping criterion is met. At the end 
of each iteration, the colony will have two parts to its new 
population representatives from each selected patch and 
other scout bees assigned to conduct random searches 
[23]. 
 

1. Initialise the solution population. 
2. Evaluate the fitness of the population. 
3. While (stopping criterion is not met) 
//Forming new population. 
4. Select sites for neighbourhood search. 
5. Recruit bees for selected sites (more bees for 
the best e sites) and evaluate fitnesses. 
6. Select the fittest bee from each site. 
7. Assign remaining bees to search randomly and 
evaluate their fitnesses. 
8. End While 

Fig. 3. Pseudo code 
 
3.2. particle swarm optimization 
   The basic operational principle of the particle swarm is 
reminiscent of the behavior of a group, for example, a 
flock of birds or school of fish, or the social behavior of a 
group of people . Each individual flies in the search space 
with a velocity which is dynamically adjusted according 
to its own flying experience and its companions' flying 
experience, instead of using evolutionary operators to 
manipulate the individuals like in other evolutionary 
computational algorithms. Each individual is considered 
as a volume-less particle (a point) in the N-dimensional 
search space. At time step t,the ith particle  is represented 
as: ( ) ( ( ), ( ),...., ( ))1 2X t x t x t x ti i i iN .The set of 

positions of m particles in a multidimensional space is 

identified as  , ...., , ...., , ....,1X X X X X mj l .The best 

previous position (the position giving the best fitness 
value) of the ith particle is recorded and represented as 

( ) ( , , ....., )1 2P t p p pi i i iN . The index of the best particle 

among all the particles in the population (global model) is 
represented by the symbol g. The index of the best 
particle among all the particles in a defined topological 
neighborhood (local model) is represented by the index 
subscript l . The rate of movement of the position 
(velocity) for particle i  at the time step t  is represented 
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as ( ) ( ( ), ( ), ...., ( ))1 2V t v t v t v ti i i iN .The particle variables 

are manipulated according to the following equation 
(global model [24]): 

1

2

( ) ( 1) 1(.)
( ( 1)) 2(.) ( ( 1))       (6)

( ) ( 1) ( )

in i in

in in gn in

in in in

v t w v t c rand
p x t c rand p x t

x t x t v t

     
      

  

 

where n is the dimension . 1(1 ),n N c  And c2 are 
positive constants, rand1 (.) and rand2 (.) are two random 
functions in the range [0, 1], and  w  is the inertia weight. 
For the neighborhood ( )lbest  model, the only change is 

to substitute lnp  for  gnp  in the equation for velocity. 

This equation in the global model is used to calculate a 
particle's new velocity according to its previous velocity 
and the distance of its current position from its own best 
experience  ( )pbest  and the group's best 
experience ( )gbest . The local model calculation is 
identical, except that the neighborhood's best experience 
is used instead of the group's best experience. Particle 
swarm optimization has been used for approaches that 
can be used across a wide range of applications, as well as 
for specific applications focused on a specific 
requirement. Its attractiveness over many other 
optimization algorithms relies in its relative simplicity 
because only a few parameters need to be adjusted. 

4. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM 
    The researcher is considering investigating the design 
problem into an optimization problem constrained by 
limits over the research space and the solution space. For 
the targeted application, the machine can be designed for 
only one operating point and it must develop 30 kW at 20 
000 r/min.  In this paper a double objective optimization 
of efficiency (η) and machine weight (M) is investigated. 
The objective functions are presented as follows: 

pole_piece

_

                             (6)

M=M

             (7)
1Fitness=                                              (8)

mech
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P
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In this optimization problem, we have 13 optimization 
parameters. These optimization problems are as follow: 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
1 stator outer diameter 
2 slot depth  
3 Slot width 
4 air gap length 
5 stator bore diameter 
6 magnet height and width 
7 magnet width 
8 hub radius 
9 stack length 
10 magnet  
11 current density 
12 number of turns connected in series 
13 load angle  
  
Table 2 shows some bounds of optimization variables. 
This optimization will satisfy the limits expressed in Table 
3.  
 

TABLE 2 
OPTIMIZATION VARIABLES RANGE 

Quantity Definition range 
External radius [mm] [50 - 100] 

Stack length [mm] [50 - 250] 
Air gap [mm] [0.5 - 10] 

Magnet width [mm] [0.5 - 10] 
Current density  [1 - 25] 

Conductor per slot [2 - 20] 
Magnet remanence [0.8 - 1.3] 

Load angle  [0 - 90] 
DC bus voltage [V] 500 

 
 

TABLE 3 
OPTIMIZATION CONSTRAINT 

Quantity Value 
Power 30 kw 
Speed 20.000 rpm 

Ambient temperature 40
 

Supply constraint 
2

DC
ph

VV 
 

Copper temperature 130euT   
Mechanical constraint <300 MPa 
Maximum flux density <1.4 T 

Static deformation 

10 d
g f

 
First critical speed 1.25cl    

Demagnetization field 
cjH

 
 

5 SIMULATION RESULTS 
   The result of optimization method is represented in 
this section. Table 4 shows the machine constants and 
parameters. The tables 5 and 6 show the bee’s algorithm 
and PSO parameters. 
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TABLE 4 
MACHINE CONSTANTS AND PARAMETERS 

0b  Stator slot opening. 

B  Iron path magnetic flux density 

B  
Iron path magnetic flux density 

magnitude. 

agB  Air gap magnetic flux density 

biB
 

Stator back iron magnetic flux density 

dB  Air gap magnetic flux density due to 
d-axis stator current reaction 

fB  Air gap magnetic flux density due to magnets. 

kB  Amplitude of the kth term of B Fourier series 
decomposition 

qB  Air gap magnetic flux density due to d-axis 
stator current reaction 

rB  Magnet remanence 

thB  Stator tooth magnetic flux density 

,t rC C  Windage coefficients 

YE  Young’s modulus. 

age  Constant air gap corrected with Carter’s 
coefficient 

bie  Stator back iron thickness 

he  Hub thickness 

me  Magnet width 

F  Pole piece centrifugal effort 

f  Electrical frequency 

df  Rotor maximum bend distance 

g  Air gap 

0g  Gravitational acceleration 

mh  Magnet height. 

slh  Slot depth 

cjH  Coercive force 

,d qI I  Stator electromagnetic current amplitudes 

, ,, ,ph ph d ph qI I I
 

Stator terminal current amplitude and its 
components in dq frame 

, ,,ir d ir qI I  Current amplitudes corresponding to iron loss 

Ck  Carter’s coefficient 

dsk  Tooth concentration factor between tooth and 
air gap 

wk  Global winding coefficient for first 
harmonic 

fillk  Slot filling factor 

stackk  Lamination stacking factor 

actL  Active stack length. 

 
TABLE 5 

 PARAMETERS OF BA 
Number of scout bees, n 20 

Number of sites selected for neighborhood search, m 8 
Number of best “elite” sites out of m selected sites, e 4 

Number of bees recruited for best e sites, nep 4 
Number of bees recruited for the other (m-e) selected 

sites, nsp 
4 

Number of iterations, R 100 
 
 
TABLE 6 

COEFFICIENT VALUES IN THE PSO ALGORITHM 
Number of particles 10 

Error limit 0.001 
Acceleration constant 3 

Maximum velocity 8 
Maximum number of iterations 100 
Size of the local neighborhood 2 

Constants  1 2c c  2.1 

 
5.1. Bees algorithm and PSO performance 
  
    The obtained results by bees algorithm is presented in 
this section. In the solved solution we have 97.10% 
efficiency and 17.43 kg weight. Table 7 shows the 
characteristics of machine. Also, FE verification is made in 
non linear conditions. At the rated working point, the iron 
losses are at 443 watt, the copper losses at 437 watt, and 
the windage losses at 28.4 watt. As mentioned before, 
copper losses are much more important than iron losses. 
In the obtained results, balance between iron and copper 
losses is achieved. The copper temperature is computed at 
98 C , the dovetail constraint at 283 MPa, the hub 
constraint at 120 MPa. Also table 8 shows the obtained 
results using PSO. It can be seen that the performance of 
BA is better than PSO. 

TABLE 7 
BEST BEE OR OPTIMAL PARAMETER FOR MACHINE 

Power 30 
Speed 20.000 

External radius [mm] 77.11 
Stack length [mm] 135.92 

Inner stator radius [mm] 45.65 
Hub radius [mm] 28.7 
Shaft radius [mm] 10.6 
Tooth height [mm] 16.7 
Tooth width [mm] 3.6 

Air gap [mm] 6.2 
Magnet height [mm] 10.6 
Magnet width [mm] 10 

Turn number 12 
Current [A] 197.94 

Line to line voltage [V] 188.9 
Remanence induction [T] 1.3 

Load angle  11.7 
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TABLE 8 

BEST PARTICLE OR OPTIMAL PARAMETER FOR MACHINE 
Power 30 
Speed 20.000 

External radius [mm] 77.03 
Stack length [mm] 135.6 

Inner stator radius [mm] 45.3 
Hub radius [mm] 28.1 
Shaft radius [mm] 10.9 
Tooth height [mm] 16.4 
Tooth width [mm] 3.5 

Air gap [mm] 6.1 
Magnet height [mm] 10.9 
Magnet width [mm] 10 

Turn number 12 
Current [A] 197.66 

Line to line voltage [V] 188.2 
Remanence induction [T] 1.23 

Load angle  11.44 
Efficiency 96.55% 

Weight 17.67 kg 
 
 
5.2. Performance evaluation with optimization in 

different runs 
  In this sub-section, for evaluating the performance of 

the BA, three different runs have been performed. Fig. 6 
shows a typical increase of the fitness of the best 
individual fitness of the population obtained from 
proposed system for different runs. As indicated in this 
figure, its fitness curves gradually improved from 
iteration 0 to 100, and exhibited no significant 
improvements after iteration 40 for the five different runs. 
The optimal stopping iteration to get the highest 
performance for the five different runs was around 
iteration 30–40.   
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Fig. 6. Evolution of BA for different runs 

 
 
5.3. Comparison with other optimization algorithms 
 
In order to compare the performance of bees algorithm 

with another nature inspired algorithms, we have used 
several nature inspired algorithms such as  genetic 
algorithm (GA) [25], imperialist competitive algorithm 
(ICA) [26] to solve the optimization  problem. Table 9 
shows the obtained results. It can be seen that the success 
rates of bee’s algorithm is higher than the performance of 
other systems.  

TABLE 9 
COMPARISON AMONG THE PERFORMANCE OF GA, ICA AND  PSO 
Optimizer Efficiency Weight (kg) 

GA 96.53% 17.6 
ICA 95.98& 17.55 
BA 97.0% 17.40 

 
 

6 CONCLUSION 
   In this paper a multiphysic modeling of an IPMSM is 
presented and optimized. In the proposed method the 
several aspects of machine such as magnetic aspect, 
thermal aspect, electrical aspect, and mechanical aspect 
are investigated. An objective function has been proposed 
covering the power losses, material cost and volume of 
the motor besides the mechanical and electrical 
requirements. This method is based on capability of 
population-based optimization algorithms in finding the 
optimal solution. One sample case is used to illustrate the 
performance of the design approach and optimization 
technique. The superior performance of the BA is due to 
its ability to simultaneously refine a local search, while 
still searching globally. Also, simulation results illustrate 
that BA have a little dependency on variation of the 
parameters. In addition, BA was very fast, requiring a few 
seconds to find the optimum.  
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